SK- 49/87 = 56%

2-Dimensional .........................49 (cf FL-)

scutcheon skip scud scatter score scuff sconce scorch
scuffle scar schooner scull scarf scoop skull scow
skulk scour scald scum skein scupper sketch skirmish
skid scurry skiff scarab skillet scourge scarum sky
skirl scathe skin scale scurf scab skirt scape scalp
scuttle skate scamper scat scan skim scoot skelter

skungy scholar scheme skunk scowl skeet
scurvy scout skeeter scut skeptic scoff
scuzzy scare skald ska scarce scorn ski
scotch skill skoal scad skimp scold scone
skag skink scanty scamp skipper scope
scandal skit scuba scant skittish school

Residue 38